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Written by the authors of  The boss of bosses
This book has disappeared in the last 25 years (Mondadori,1995).
Thousands of volumes bought in a few weeks from the release, sold out 
everywhere, it was impossible to find a copy. Was it too controversial?

a new updated and illustrated edition (one illustration per chapter) marks the great 
comeback of Justice and Cosa Nostra. The volume, written by the two leading italian 
investigative reporters attilio Bolzoni and Giuseppe D’avanzo, includes a preface by 
some of the most renowned italian magistrates, such as Pietro Grasso, Piercamillo 
Davigo and Giuseppe Di Lello. 
Judges and bosses, lawyers and politicians, manipulated mafia trials and covered 
up investigations, courts influenced by men of honour and overturned cases are 
some of the elements analysed in depth in the book. Bolzoni and D’avanzo provide 
a perspective on the “adjusted justice”  stories that marked the italian society in the 
80’s and the 90’s, such as Captain Basile’s murder, one of the most controversial and 
troubled events in the history of mafia trials.  
Moreover, the book dwells upon Corrado Carnevale’s role in countless mafia trials, 
along with camorra and ‘ndrangheta cases cancelled by the first penal section of 
the Court of Cassation.
This book is a fundamental resource that offers thorough insights into the work of 
the supreme Court on the eve of the Maxi Trial final decision.
a cornerstone in the mafia literary production, including stories that still have a 
significant influence on today’s society.
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Attilio Bolzoni (1955), writes for italy’s leading newspaper “la repubblica” and is an expert in mafia matters since the 1970s. among his works: The 
boss of bosses with Giuseppe D’avanzo (Mondadori, orion Publishing Co.) and White Shotguns: the Sicilian Mafia in Their Own Words (Bur-rizzoli, 
Pan Macmillan). in 2009 he was awarded with the prestigious “È giornalismo” prize , in recognition for his career as a reporter.  in 2017 he created 
a blog on la repubblica’s website, fostered by the work of many illustrious personalities.

Giuseppe D’Avanzo (1953-2011), reporter. his investigations (russiagate, Telekom serbia, Nigergate, 10 questions to Berlusconi) made him one 
of the most authoritative and respected names of the italian press, marking the history of  la repubblica. among his works, i giorni di Gladio 
(sperling & Kupfer) with Giovanni Maria Bellu, Collusion (einaudi, Melville house Publishing) with Carlo Bonini.


